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Abstract 
Hydrogen storage by physisorption in carbon based materials is hindered by low adsorption energies. In 
the last decade doping of carbon materials with alkali, earth alkali or other metal atoms was proposed as 
a means to enhance adsorption energies, and some experiments have shown promising results. We 
investigate the upper bounds of hydrogen storage capacities of C60Cs clusters grown in ultracold helium 
nanodroplets by analyzing anomalies in the ion abundance that indicate shell closure of hydrogen 
adsorption shells. On bare C60+, a commensurate phase with 32 H2 molecules was identified in previous 
experiments. Doping C60 with a single cesium atom leads to an increase in relative ion abundance for the 
first 10 H2 molecules, and the closure of the commensurate phase is shifted from 32 to 42 H2 molecules. 
Density functional theory calculations indicate that thirteen energetically enhanced adsorption sites exist, 
where six of them fill the groove between Cs and C60 and 7 are located at the cesium atom. We emphasize 
the large effect of the quantum nature of the hydrogen molecule on the adsorption energies, i.e. the 
adsorption energies are decreased by around 50% for (H2)C60Cs and up to 80% for (H2)C60  by harmonic 
zero-point corrections, which represent an upper bound to corrections for dissociation energies (De to D0)  
by the vibrational ground states. Five normal modes of libration and vibration of H2 physisorbed on the 
substrate contribute primarily to this large decrease in adsorption energies. A similar effect can be found 
for H2 physisorbed on benzene and is expected to be found for any other weakly H2-binding substrate. 
Introduction 
Adsorption on nanotubes, fullerenes and other porous carbonaceous materials shows promise for high-
density storage of H2 and other hydrogen-rich molecules [1-9] and may be an alternative to other 
hydrogen-storage technologies [10-16]. However, potential well depths for physisorption are shallow 
(about 50 meV per H2 molecule for adsorption on bare C60) while chemisorption energies are high (about 
2.1 eV per H atom for fulleranes, HnC60) [17]; these values are not compatible with the goal of high storage 
capacity and efficient, reversible hydrogen release at ordinary temperatures. Doping with alkali or earth 
alkaline metals promises to elevate adsorption energies and storage capacities to 5 wt % or more [18-21]. 
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Doping also stabilizes the substrates against destruction during the ad/desorption process [22, 23]. For 
alkalis the main mechanism for the increase in physisorption energy is charge transfer from the adsorbate 
to the degenerate lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of C60.  
In 2006 Sun et al., using DFT, predicted an astounding hydrogen storage capacity of lithium doped C60 
[24]. The icosahedral C60Li12 was predicted to physisorb 5 H2 molecules per Li which would be equivalent 
to a hydrogen storage capacity of 13.1 wt %. The hydrogen molecules are bound to C60(Li)12 with an 
average binding energy (De) of 0.075 eV per H2. A bare neutral lithium atom only binds a single H atom 
with 2.49 eV, whereas a Li cation binds 6 H2 molecules. A binding energy of 0.202 eV was reported for H2-
Li +. Two years later in 2008 Chandrakumar and Gosh calculated H2 adsorption on C60 doped with Li, Na or 
K atoms [20]. They reported that up to six H2 molecules bind to each adsorbed Na; the adsorption 
energies are enhanced relative to H2 adsorption on bare C60 due to the polarization interaction with the 
adsorbed alkali cations. For comparison, eight H2 can be adsorbed with approximately equal adsorption 
energies on a free Na+ ion; the presence of C60 blocks two of those eight sites. Since then many theoretical 
studies have been published on hydrogen adsorption on carbonaceous materials doped with alkali, earth 
alkali, and other metals [25-29]. 
A more complex behaviour has been reported for adsorption of atomic hydrogen at C60Li6 by Wang and 
Jena [18]. The lowest energy configuration consists of 5 exohedral Li and one endohedral Li; each 
exohedral Li physisorbs one H2 molecule. The remaining hydrogen is chemisorbed at the 30 carbon atoms 
that are not linked to the exohedral Li. Such a complex, H40C60Li6, would have a gravimetric hydrogen 
storage density of 5 wt %. Experiments performed on bulk samples of lithium- and sodium intercalated C60 
have proven enhanced values for hydrogen uptake compared to pure C60. As much as 5 wt % of H2 could 
be reversibly chemisorbed and desorbed in C60Li6 and C60Li12; the storage capacity of C60Na6 and C60Na10 
was found to be slightly lower [22, 30-33]. Moreover, the temperature of the onset of desorption was 
reduced to about 250 - 300 °C, well below the temperature (> 500 °C) at which hydrogen starts to desorb 
from pure fulleranes [33, 34]. Optical spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, neutron diffraction, NMR and Muon 
Spin Relaxation have been applied to probe the dynamics and structural changes that accompany ad- and 
desorption of hydrogen [23, 30-33, 35-39]. Laser-desorption mass spectra of hydrogenated alkali-doped 
C60 solids show evidence for the presence of HnC60 (n up to 48) fulleranes [23]; other spectra show HnC60+ 
ions containing as many as 60 hydrogen atoms [32]. Curiously, though, no trace of HnC60-alkali ions was 
reported [23, 32].  
The present work was stimulated by those reports but here we take an alternative, bottom-up approach. 
Helium nanodroplets are formed in a supersonic jet and successively doped with C60, cesium and H2. Mass 
spectra of these complexes reveal ions that are particularly stable. For practical purposes we used cesium 
rather than lithium or sodium because the large mass of cesium avoids any ambiguity when analyzing the 
composition of the ions.  
In particular, we study hydrogen adsorption on C60-cesium complexes experimentally and theoretically to 
address the following questions: i) Does cesium enhance hydrogen uptake in the same way that lighter 
alkalis do? ii) How many hydrogen atoms exhibit enhanced binding to C60Cs+? iii) What is the effect of a 
single adsorbed cesium atom on the number of hydrogen atoms in a complete solvation shell surrounding 
C60+? The experimental data suggest that up to 10 H2 molecules experience enhanced adsorption on 
C60Cs+ compared to pristine C60+. 
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Accompanying density functional calculations including dispersion interactions elucidate structure and 
energetics of the clusters. Adsorption energies are strongly affected by the quantum nature of the light 
nuclei of H2. Energies decrease significantly upon inclusion of harmonic corrections for the vibrational 
ground state energies in the complex and its constituents in all degrees of freedom. An estimate for 
anharmonic effects is given for the radial mode; these also play a notable role for hydrogen adsorption 
energies. However, more accurate predictions of the vibrational spectrum on a highly accurate 
multidimensional (at least 5 dimensions) potential energy surface of (H2)C600,+ would be needed. A Rigid 
Body Diffusion Quantum Monte Carlo calculation on a fitted model potential revealed a similarly large 
effect of vibrational zero-point corrections for H2 physisorbed on benzene [40]. The comparison with the 
benzene model system shows that dispersion corrected density functional calculations with ωB97X-D 
including harmonic zero-point corrections and the moderate basis set LANL2DZ can provide a qualitative 
picture for H2 adsorption energies on C60, with slightly overestimated zero-point energies (ZPE). 
Experimental results 
Sections of a mass spectrum of helium nanodroplets doped with C60, Cs, and H2 are displayed in Fig. 1. 
HnC60+ ions (n = integer) appear in the upper panel; these ions have been studied before [17, 41]. 
Cesiumnated HnC60Cs+ ions are seen in the lower panel. Some mass peaks are labeled. However, the 
presence of isotopologues needs to be taken into account when interpreting the spectrum. For example, 
the H20C60Cs+ mass peak contains significant contributions from H1913C12C59Cs+, H1813C212C58Cs+ etc., plus a 
water impurity that is not fully resolved.  
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Fig. 1: Two sections of a mass spectrum of helium nanodroplets doped with C60, Cs and H2. The upper 
panel shows the presence of HnC60+ ions; HnC60Cs+ ions appear in the lower panel. The water impurity 
H2OC60Cs+ and the peak for pure Cs6+ are labelled as well. 
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Fig. 2: Abundance distributions of HnC60+ ions extracted from the spectrum in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 3: Abundance distributions of HnC60Cs+ ions extracted from the spectrum in Fig. 1. Larger error-bars 
arise from the fitting procedure in case of overlapping series.  
Fig. 2 and 3 display the abundance of ions extracted from the mass spectrum (Fig. 1), corrected 
for the occurrence of isotopologues and impurities using the isotope fit procedure [42]. In the HnC60+ 
series, odd-numbered ions are two to three times more abundant than even-numbered ions. This effect 
has been attributed to the large exothermicity [43] of the gas-phase reaction 
H2+ + H2  H3+ + H + 1.727 eV. (2) 
Although the energetics will be different in the presence of C60 and other hydrogen molecules, ionization 
of a fullerene coated with a layer of molecular hydrogen will in all likelihood produce H3+. Density 
functional calculations showed that the proton affinity of C60 (9.27 eV) is large enough to cause a 
barrierless reaction with H3+ to an equilibrium geometry where one H binds covalently to C60, now 
positively charged, and H2 is physisorbed [17].  
In contrast to HnC60+ and pure Hn+ clusters, there is almost no odd/even difference in the ion abundance of 
HnC60Cs+. This is likely a consequence of the ionization processes. In the case of HnC60+ ionization primarily 
proceeds inside the droplet via He+ formation and resonant hole hopping or via highly mobile He*- [44]. In 
the case of HnC60Cs+, we first doped the helium droplets with fullerene and hydrogen which can only form 
neutral (H2)mC60 clusters with a purely statistical distribution and no odd numbered species. Cesium was 
added in a second pickup chamber and, since cesium is a heliophobic species [45-48], it resides 
preferentially on the surface of the droplet [49]. Thus, another ionization process is accessible, where 
cesium is ionized on the outside of the droplet via Penning ionization by He* [50], which is also a 
heliophobic species [51]. Cs+ reacts with neutral (H2)mC60 by polarization induced interaction. This leads 
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only to even numbered HnC60Cs+ clusters, since the reaction Cs+ + H2 => CsH+ + H is highly endothermic (ca. 
4.4 eV according to our calculations). On the other hand, if H2 is ionized via He+ or He*-, CsH2+ and CsH+ + 
H can be formed with exothermicities of 11.7 eV and 7.3 eV respectively. These mechanisms compete 
with direct ionization of C60 and with reaction (2). In summary, a variety of possible ionization channels 
exist, where Penning ionization leads to exclusively even numbered clusters and seems to balance the 
scale between odd and even numbered clusters by chance.  
Besides differences in the odd/even behavior, remarkable differences caused by cesium also arise for 
small n and near the second drop in the abundance in Figs. 2 and 3. The abrupt drop in the ion abundance 
at H65C60+ (or at H64C60+ for the even-numbered series, see Fig. 2) occurs when all 32 hexagonal and 
pentagonal faces of C60 are decorated by one H2 each. A more gradual drop occurs between n = 70 and n = 
85 in the abundance of cesiumnated HnC60Cs+ in Fig. 3. We also observe a much higher and gradually 
decreasing abundance for 5 ≤ n ≤ 20 for the cesiumnated species compared to the almost constant (even 
n) or slightly increasing abundance (odd n) for species without cesium. A minimum in the abundance at n
= 29 is probably not significant within the error bars. 
We tentatively interpret these observations as follows: A single cesium ion will most likely adsorb above 
the center of a hexagonal or pentagonal carbon ring (calculations for the lighter alkalis indicate that 
sodium and potassium preferentially adsorb at a hexagonal site while for lithium the pentagonal and 
hexagonal sites are nearly isoenergetic [52, 53]). According to the DFT study by Chandrakhumar and 
Ghosh, a maximum of 8 H2 molecules bind strongly to an isolated Na+ or K+ ion, while a Na atom bound to 
C60 offers 6 adsorption sites for H2 [20]. A slightly increased binding energy is also expected for adsorption 
sites on C60 near the Cs ion. In total we count 6 to 8 adsorption sites localized on Cs+, 6 adsorption sites on 
C60 near Cs+, and 25 regular, hollow sites on C60 with binding energies close to those on undoped C60+. This 
theoretically gives 12-14 enhanced adsorption sites (for 24-28 H atoms) and 25 regular sites (50 H) on C60. 
We also have to consider that for a given coverage number n below full coverage, a huge number of 
isomers with slightly different binding energies can be formed according to the different binding sites and 
therefore we cannot expect a sharp drop in the ion abundance as observed for undoped C60 (see Fig. 2) 
for the commensurate (n = 232) phase. The gradual decrease for 5 ≤ n ≤ 20 for the cesiumnated complex 
points to around 10 stronger adsorption sites near Cs+ on C60. These 10 sites plus 25 hollow sites over 
centers of hexagons and pentagons lead to a commensurate coverage for (H2)35C60Cs+, which explains the 
onset of the second gradual decrease in the ion abundance in Fig. 3.  However, also for 70 < n ≤ 84, the 
abundance is much higher than in the non-cesiumnated system, indicating that ca. 7 more H2 can be 
squeezed in near Cs+ with gradually decreasing (but still enhanced) binding energy. In summary, we 
observe a higher ion yield caused by cesium for 5 ≤ n ≤ 20 and 65 ≤ n ≤ 84 hydrogen atoms which can be 
explained in terms of up to 10 additional H2 adsorption sites compared to bare C60.  
Theoretical Results 
We have performed density functional theory calculations including empirical dispersion correction (see 
section Experimental and Theoretical Details) in order to shed light on the possible structures and 
energetics of cationic (H2)mC60Cs+  clusters. Similar theoretical studies have been published before for 
lighter alkali atoms such as Li, Na, K [20, 24, 29]. Qualitatively, we expect small differences to previous 
calculations caused by the large size of cesium. A positive net charge of +1 e is expected to be localized on 
Cs due to its low ionization energy, whereas the fullerene remains neutral for cationic clusters. In a 
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standard Mulliken charge analysis we find a net charge of +0.999 e on Cs for C60Cs+, and +0.975 e on Cs for 
neutral C60Cs. A summary of endothermic reactions and their reaction energies at 0 K is given in Table 1, 
where ∆E is the difference in the total energies of reactants and products and ∆EZPE also includes 
harmonic vibrational zero-point corrections. Basis set superposition errors were not corrected for in this 
study.  
Table 1. Calculated endothermic reaction energies at 0 K without (∆E) and with (∆EZPE) harmonic zero-
point vibrational energy corrections without frequency scaling at the ωB97X-D/LANL2DZ level of theory. 
Reaction ∆E (eV) ∆EZPE (eV) 
CsH => Cs + H 1.393 1.340 
CsH+ => Cs+ + H 0.049 0.041 
CsH+ + H => Cs + H2+ 7.208 7.317 
Cs2 => Cs + Cs 0.734 0.730 
Cs2+ => Cs+ + Cs 0.679 0.677 
C60Cs => C60 + Cs 1.966 2.086 
C60Cs+ => C60 + Cs+ 0.795 0.793 
C60Cs+ => C60+ + Cs 5.406 5.300 
CsH2+ => Cs+ + H2 0.101 0.056 
CsH2+ => Cs + H2+ 11.958 11.753 
Cs+ + H2 => CsH+ + H 4.648 4.380 
Cs + H2 => CsH + H 3.304 3.081 
Cs2 + H2 => 2 CsH 2.644 2.470 
KH2+ => K+ + H2 0.061 0.041 
(H2)C6H6 => C6H6 + H2 0.045 negative (-0.0001) 
(H2)C60 => C60 + H2 0.051 0.010 
(H2)C60+ => C60+ + H2 0.060 0.013 
(H2)C60Cs => C60Cs + H2 0.119 0.060 
(H2)C60Cs+ => C60Cs+ + H2 0.110 0.052 
The Coulomb attraction between Cs and C60 leads to a strong interaction of 2.09 eV in the neutral case, 
whereas C60Cs+ is bound by 0.8 eV only. For comparison, somewhat lower binding energies of 1.71 eV for 
C60Cs and 0.48 eV for C60Cs+ are obtained with the PBE0 hybrid functional and Grimme D3 dispersion. 
Similar to other alkali species [54], H2 does not bind well with neutral Cs, whereas for CsH2+ our DFT 
calculations predict a positive potential well depth De = 0.101 eV, which is remarkably diminished to D0 = 
0.056 eV including harmonic ZPE. Larger binding energies of 0.253 eV (De) for LiH2+ with MP4/6-311G(d,p) 
[54] and 0.165 eV for NaH2+ with B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) [20] have been reported for lighter alkali atoms. 
Bodrenko et al. calculated H2 binding energies to benzene-alkali complexes with MP2/AVTZ and obtained 
0.156 eV for C6H6LiH2, 0.083 eV for C6H6NaH2, and 0.052 eV for C6H6KH2 without ZPE [27]; these values 
decrease significantly from light Li to heavier K. With the method employed in this work, we obtain 0.061 
eV (0.041 including ZPE) for pristine KH2+ which is in good agreement with the value reported by Bodrenko 
et al. for the benzene-KH2 complex.  
On pristine neutral and charged C60 we obtain H2 binding energies (De) of 0.051 eV and 0.060 eV 
respectively, when H2 is adsorbed flat over centers of hexagonal faces. These values are very similar to the 
values of 0.050 and 0.057 eV respectively that we reported in Ref. [55] with a different basis set. In that 
work we estimated a ZPE correction of 0.011 eV for the radial normal mode only [55]. By fully including 
harmonic zero-point vibrational energy corrections for all degrees of freedom, we obtain a significant 
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decrease of the adsorption energy to D0 = 0.010 eV for (H2)C60 and D0 = 0.013 eV for (H2)C60+. This arises 
from five normal modes (excluding the stretching mode) of librations and vibrations of H2 on C60. A 
similarly large effect of the quantum nature of the hydrogen molecule has been obtained by Diffusion 
Quantum Monte Carlo calculations for H2 physisorbed on benzene; in this system De = 0.040 eV decreased 
to D0 = 0.014 eV  [40]. With the level of theory employed in the present work, we found De = 0.045 eV for 
H2-benzene, but a slightly negative value for D0, which shows the limitations of the present approach.  
For high-lying vibrational ground states the anharmonicity of the potential energy surface can be expected 
to play a significant role. From the data of Ref. [55] we can estimate an anharmonic contribution of 0.003 
eV for the radial normal mode only. Assuming similar magnitudes for the other vibrational modes would 
also give a non-negligible contribution to D0. Scanlon et al. have calculated, with MP2(Full)/6-
311++G(3df,2p), enthalpies of adsorption for the H2-benzene system at 298 K and reported ∆H = 0.011 eV 
given a binding energy (De) of 0.052 eV [56].  
The relatively large ZPE correction by including all degrees of freedom of H2 nuclei could indeed lead to 
adsorption energies (D0 or ∆H) for H2 on carbonaceous structures  that are similar to adsorption energies 
for He, the latter being heavier and having fewer degrees of freedom for librations and vibrations [57]. 
Further investigation is needed for a reliable quantitative description. Here, we are more interested in the 
structures and in qualitative trends in the energetics coming from the polarization induced interaction 
with the cesium ion and do not intend to report highly accurate C60H2 interaction energies which would, in 
any case, demand higher accuracy for electron correlation and a larger basis sets.   
Dissociation energies are given in Table 2 for H2 desorption; they are defined by De(m) = E(H2) + E((H2)m-
1C60Cs+) - E((H2)m C60Cs +), where E denotes total energies of locally optimized structures. Harmonic 
vibrational zero-point corrections are included in D0. H2 prefers to adsorb on C60Cs+ in such a way that it 
maximizes its polarization interaction with Cs+ and its van der Waals interaction with C60 (see Figure 4) 
which results in De = 0.110 eV (D0 = 0.061 eV). We call this a groove site (Figure 4c) in analogy to the 
grooves between two or more fullerenes/nanotubes [58, 59]. Marginally smaller values of De = 0.080 eV 
are reached outside the groove near Cs. Although the energetic difference is hardly significant within the 
accuracy of this level of theory, this trend seems reasonable. In total, the groove prefers to accommodate 
up to 6 H2 molecules (Figure 4a and 4b) with De values between 0.110 and 0.118 eV, which is slightly 
larger than the calculated CsH2+ well depth of De = 0.101 eV. Here the H2-H2 interaction also contributes in 
addition to H2C60 van der Waals forces. The closure of the groove site at m = 6 gives a particularly 
symmetric structure, where every H2 resides over a hexagonal or pentagonal face adjacent to Cs+ in an 
alternating orientation (Figure 4a and 4b). Adding more than 6 H2 leads to decoration of the cesium atom 
away from the groove site with binding energies between 0.091 eV (m = 7) and 0.100 eV (m = 12, Figure 
4d). The dissociation energy decreases again for m ≥ 13, which we associate with the closure of the first H2 
adsorption shell around cesium. This agrees well with the very simple considerations described above, 
which indicated m = 12 to 14 stronger adsorption sites near Cs, giving, including 25 hollow sites on C60, 37 
to 39 sites in total. It also compares well within the error bars of the experimental data with the 
observation of up to 42 adsorption sites.  In the simulations we found that the 15th H2 adsorbed on C60Cs+ 
was the first one not bound near Cs during local optimization.  
Table 2. Calculated dissociation energies for (H2)mC60Cs + without (De) and with harmonic corrections for 
zero-point vibrations (D0)  without frequency scaling at the ωB97X-D/LANL2DZ level of theory. For 
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comparison, De = 0.096 eV and D0 = 0.044 eV are obtained for m = 1 with the PBE0 functional and Grimme 
D3 correction.    
m De [eV] D0 [eV] m De [eV] D0 [eV] 
1 0.110 0.061 8 0.091 0.042 
2 0.115 0.075 9 0.096 0.058 
3 0.116 0.055 10 0.099* - 
4 0.115 0.062 11 0.090 - 
5 0.117 0.063 12 0.100 0.046 
6 0.118 0.074 13 0.083 0.016 
7 0.091 0.049 14 0.054 not bound 
* For m = 10 we could only find a first order saddle point by optimization, all other reported structures 
are local minima 
 
 
Figure 4. Front (a) and top (b) view of (H2)6C60Cs+, and front views of optimized H2C60Cs+ (c) and 
(H2)12C60Cs+ (d). 
 
Conclusion 
For cesiumnated C60 cations we could unambiguously identify an increase in the relative ion abundance 
for m ≤ 10 and for 32 ≤ m ≤ 42 hydrogen molecules compared to bare C60+ at the very cold temperatures 
in helium nanodroplets. This confirms that cesium ions provide stronger H2 adsorption than C60+. Unlike a 
sharp drop in the ion abundance for the pristine (H2)nC60+ system, we see a gradual decrease for the 
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cesiumnated system which can be attributed to a large number of possible metastable isomers with 
different stability. Taking the conservative estimate of 39 adsorption sites of H2 on C60Cs+ from our 
theoretical considerations which is in line with the experiment within its error bars, each Cs atom will add 
another 7 adsorption sites, assuming that Cs atoms adsorb well separated from each other and each Cs 
transfers its valence electron to the LUMO of C60+ [20, 49]. This gives rise to adsorption of 39, 46, 53, 60, 
67 H2 for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 cesium respectively, corresponding to 8.4, 8.6, 8.7, 8.8, 8.9 wt % gravimetric storage 
capacity. These values are only slightly larger than for the commensurate phase on bare C60+ (8.2 wt %), 
but the adsorption energies are larger. The situation is different for lighter alkalis for which the 
gravimetric storage capacity can increase significantly, up to 13 wt % for C60Li12 [24]. Although the binding 
energies are very similar, Li is much lighter than Cs. From this point of view lithium doping is a much 
better choice for H2 storage applications than cesium doping.  
We have elaborated on the importance to include the quantum nature of H2 molecules in calculating 
adsorption energies for weakly binding substrates. In particular, D0 and ∆H can be significantly smaller 
than the potential well depth De. In particular, D0 is weaker than De by ca. 80 % for (H2)C60 and (H2)C60+, 
and by 44 % to 53 % for (H2)C60Cs, (H2)C60Cs+, CsH2+   by inclusion of harmonic zero point corrections. Path 
integral molecular dynamics with a rotationally averaged potential has been used recently by Calvo and 
Yurtsever to calculate the influence of nuclear quantum effects on the closure of the first H2/D2 solvation 
shell of C60. A similar description for the cesiumnated system would be highly appreciated for a more 
rigorous treatment of these effects [60]. 
Experimental and theoretical details 
Neutral helium nanodroplets were produced by expanding helium (Messer, purity 99.9999 %) at a 
stagnation pressure of 20 bar through a 5 μm nozzle, cooled by a closed-cycle refrigerator to 9.4 K, into a 
vacuum chamber (base pressure about 410-6 Pa). Droplets that form in the expansion contain an average 
number of 5x105 helium atoms [61]; the droplets are superfluid with a temperature of 0.37 K [62]. The 
resulting supersonic beam was skimmed by a 0.8 mm conical skimmer, located 8 mm downstream from 
the nozzle. The skimmed beam traversed a 20 cm long pick-up region consisting of two separate pick-up 
chambers [41]. Small amounts of C60 (MER, purity 99.9 %) were vaporized in the first chamber. The second 
chamber contained cesium vapor produced by vaporization of metallic cesium (Sigma Aldrich, purity 99.95 
% based on a trace metals analysis) at about 60 °C, and hydrogen gas. The partial pressures of C60, cesium 
and H2 were varied to obtain the desired ratio of these species in the mass spectra. 
 The beam emerging from the dual pickup cell was collimated and crossed by an electron beam 
with an energy of 26 eV. Cations were accelerated into the extraction region of a reflectron time-of-flight 
mass spectrometer (Tofwerk AG, model HTOF) with a mass resolution m/m = 1/5000 (m = full-width-at-
half-maximum). The base pressure in the mass spectrometer was 10-5 Pa. Ions were extracted at 90° into 
the field-free region of the spectrometer by a pulsed voltage. At the end of the field-free region they 
entered a two-stage reflectron which reflected them towards a microchannel plate detector operated in 
single ion counting mode. Additional experimental details have been provided elsewhere [63]. 
 Mass spectra were evaluated by means of a custom-designed software [17, 64]. The routine 
includes automatic fitting of Gaussians to the mass peaks and subtraction of background by fitting a spline 
to the background level of the raw data. It explicitly considers the presence of Hen+, a variety of impurity 
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ions (e.g., OHC60+) and isotopic patterns. Cesium is monisotopic and hydrogen is very nearly so (the 
natural abundance of deuterium is 0.0115 %). However, the natural abundance of 13C is 1.07 %; hence 48 
% of all C60 ions have a mass exceeding 720 u. Taking these isotopologues into account is crucial when 
analyzing complexes of C60 with hydrogen. The abundance of ions (i.e. ions of a specific composition, e.g. 
H65C60Cs+) is derived by a matrix method. 
The ωB97X-D hybrid density functional [65] empirically accounts for long-ranged dispersion using 
Grimme’s method [66] and was already used in our group for estimating energetics of hydrogen 
adsorption on pristine and protonated fullerenes [55]. Energetics of selected structures were compared to 
values obtained with the PBE0 hybrid functional including Grimme D3 correction [67-70]. In the present 
work, we employed the double zeta basis set LANL2DZ including an effective core potential (ECP) for Cs 
[71, 72] as given in the EMSL basis set exchange library [73]. All structures were locally optimized and 
frequency calculations confirmed that we have reached true local minima; frequencies were not scaled for 
ZPE calculation. Basis set superposition errors were not taken into account here; their magnitude was 
estimated with 0.012 eV for (H2)C60 in Ref. [55]. All calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 
code (version D.01) [74].  
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